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The Importance of Off-Season Training in Soccer 

What makes a good soccer player? How can we take a good soccer player and make them great? 

When we think about improving an athlete in his or her sport, it is helpful to think about their physical development in 

the shape of a pyramid.  

Build a Solid Athletic Foundation 

At the base of this pyramid we have basic movement skills. Being able to move 

well and have basic body awareness is necessary to be able to perform any sort 

of training without getting injured. Being able to do run, cut, and jump with good 

mechanics and being able to perform basic compound movements such as 

squatting, hinging, pushing, pulling with good form is vital to becoming a good 

athlete. Having the ability to move well and understanding what constitutes safe 

and efficient movement sets the stage for becoming faster, stronger, and less 

prone to getting hurt. 

The middle section of our performance pyramid involves the athletic qualities of strength, speed, and power. These 

qualities are developed through proper speed and strength training but must only occur after a solid foundation of 

movement has been established. Strength training is of the utmost importance to a soccer athlete because it teaches the 

body to effectively, and efficiently recruit more motor units. Motor units are part of the central nervous system that 

send a signal to the muscle fibers to contract. The more motor units an athlete can stimulate, the more amount of 

muscle they can involve into a particular task.  Adding resistance to quality movement teaches an athlete to produce 

force in a safe and efficient manner. Force production is paramount to success in sports and it is what gives an individual 

the capability to run fast, jump high, and be explosive.  

The top section of our athletic pyramid deals with the sport specific skill. Sports skill is developed in practice and games 

and what makes an athlete shine among other athletes with similar speed and strength capabilities. This component of 

the athletic pyramid is a necessity to being good at soccer and should be practiced regularly in conjunction with a 

program that develops speed and strength in the athlete.  

An athlete will only be able to increase the height of their pyramid relative to the width of its base. All the 

soccer skill in the world will not matter if an athlete does not possess an adequate baseline of speed and strength that 

allows them to keep up with their opponents. This is why so many sports have showcases or combines that focus on 

raw speed and jumping numbers.  

Let’s use the major league soccer (MLS) combine as a basic example. The reason the 30 meter dash, vertical jump, and 

pro agility (5-10-5) tests are so important is because they tell coaches and recruiters whether or not an athlete has the 

raw physical capability to play in the MLS. Do the best test scorers always become great athletes? No, but if an athlete 

does want to play at a high level, they need to have the scores that indicate they have the ability to keep up with the 

other players on the field. Sports skill will only help an athlete if they have the physical traits necessary to display that 

skill on the field.  

Why Off-season Training is Important 

Sports performance training in the off-season allows athletes to increase the width of their athletic base. Becoming 

faster, stronger, more explosive, and less prone to injury in the off-season sets the stage for a great soccer season. 

When athletes are actively practicing their sport, they have less time to develop their base of athleticism. This is why it 

becomes so important to engage in training that is going to make you a better all-around athlete during the off-season. 

Off-season training that develops speed, strength, and stamina gives you an edge on your competition and will make you 

that much more prepared for the next season of soccer. 


